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Objectives: Studies investigating language skills of children after cochlear implantation usually present
general measures of expressive/receptive vocabulary and grammar and rarely tackle the acquisition of
speciﬁc language phenomena (word classes, grammatical constructions, word forms, etc.). Furthermore,
research is largely restricted to children acquiring English. Cross-linguistic comparisons among children
acquiring different languages are almost inexistent. The present study targets the acquisition of noun
plurals (e.g., dogs, balls) by Dutch- and German-speaking children implanted before their second
birthday. Given its structural complexity and irregularity, noun plural formation is a good indicator of
grammatical proﬁciency in children at risk for a developmental delay.
Methods: The study sample consisted of 14 cochlear-implanted (CI) children (M = 55 months of age),
80 age-matched normally hearing (NH) controls, and 40 normally hearing controls matched by Hearing
Age (HA). The children were administered an elicitation task in which they had to provide plural forms to
a set of singular nouns. The analysis focussed on the following variables: Hearing status (CI, NH),
Language (Dutch, German), and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency of the plural words.
Results: There was no signiﬁcant difference between children with CI and their NH peers in correct plural
production. In both child groups, plural responses followed the predicted pattern of Sufﬁx Predictability/
Stem Transparency. However, children with CI signiﬁcantly more frequently replied to the test item with
a recast of the singular noun instead of the plural, and the probability of these responses increased with
later age of CI implantation. Furthermore, Dutch-speaking children showed an overall better
performance than German-speaking children.
Conclusions: The ﬁndings suggest that after 3 years of implant use, preschoolers with early cochlear
implantation show age-appropriate patterns of noun plural formation, but still have to catch up with
respect to associating a particular singular with its plural form.
ß 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Language development after cochlear implantation
Nowadays, many profoundly deaf children are given access to
auditory information by means of a cochlear implant (CI). Thanks
to this device, these children are able to develop speech and
language skills that often surpass those of children using hearing
aids [1–3]. It is, however, not surprising that cochlear implanted
children often display signiﬁcant delays in the acquisition of both
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vocabulary and grammar, as compared to their normally hearing
(NH) peers [4–6]. The acquisition of spoken language grammar by
children with CI was shown to be signiﬁcantly delayed, especially
in the domain of bound morphemes and function words, such as
determiners, copulas, and modal verbs [7–12]. These elements are
often/mostly unstressed, perceptually less salient, and hence, less
easily identiﬁable for children with a hearing impairment.
Most studies thus far have presented a very broad picture of
language development in the CI population, presenting general
measures of expressive/receptive vocabulary and grammar
[3,13–17]. There have been relatively few attempts to trace the
development of speciﬁc language phenomena, such as the
acquisition of noun, verb, or adjective morphology [7,8,18–20].
Moreover, most published results on children with CI include
English-speaking children and may not be directly applicable to
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deaf children who are acquiring other languages. Crosslinguistic comparisons among children with CI acquiring
different languages are almost non-existent.
Another point of interest concerns the impact of Age-AtImplantation on children’s speech and language skills. Early
implantation results in a shorter period of sound deprivation
and, thus, a longer auditory experience. Studies have demonstrated
that children who received a CI by 24 months made better
linguistic progress than children who were implanted thereafter
[21–24]. Moreover, there has been found evidence that further
improvement may come from implantation in the ﬁrst year of
life [25]. Another observation repeatedly made in the literature
is that there exists high inter-individual variability in the
performance of children with CI [5,17,21,26].

spontaneous speech, due to differences in task demands between
the two production methods [41]. Thirdly, Svirsky et al. interpreted
noun plurals relatively to two other grammatical categories, while
Szagun presented results for noun plurals separately. Hence,
differences between the two studies may come from any single
one or from a combination of these factors, and it is difﬁcult to
assess to what extent these differences are due to structural
differences between languages. This would require a direct
comparison between languages. The present paper aims at
illuminating the role of cross-linguistic differences in grammatical
complexity for the acquisition of noun plurals by children with CI
by studying a particular morphological phenomenon in two
different languages using the same methodology.
1.3. Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency in plural formation

1.2. The acquisition of noun plurals by children with CI
In this study, we focus on the category of noun plurals in the
speech of children with CI. Plural is a basic morphological category
that emerges early on in child language [27–30]. It plays a central
role in the morphology of noun phrases and as a trigger for
grammatical agreement. It has a large cross-linguistic distribution,
including sign languages [31], yet often exhibits much structural
complexity and irregularity [32]. Therefore, across different
languages, gaining command of the full complexity of noun
plurals is a protracted developmental process that may continue
across the school years [33–37].
For children with CI, evidence on morphological acquisition
(and on noun plurals in particular) in the literature is scarce and
somewhat contradictory. Svirsky et al. [7] administered three
morphological tasks to English-speaking children with CI, focusing
on noun plurals, copulas, and regular past tense [38]. The authors
found that success rates in the CI group were highest for the copula,
followed by the noun plural, and lowest for the regular past tense.
By contrast, the NH control groups showed greater proﬁciency in
the use of noun plurals than in the copula. This difference was
explained by differences in perceptual salience of the respective
grammatical cues (i.e., acoustically more salient copula ‘‘is’’ or
‘‘are’’ vs. less salient word-ﬁnal sibilant/s/or/z/as in the plural
‘‘doll-s’’). Against this, Szagun [8,18] found no difference between
German-speaking children with CI and NH children in the correct
production of noun plurals in a corpus of spontaneous speech.
There was also no difference with respect to the type of plural
errors produced by the children, with the only exception of
erroneous zero plural marking (e.g., die *Nashorn instead of die
Nashörner ‘‘the-PL rhinos’’) being more frequent in the CI group.
The two studies, however, differ in several respects: Firstly, the
study by Svirsky et al. focussed on children acquiring English,
while the study by Szagun investigated German-speaking children.
Previous research on speech and language skills in normally
hearing children has shown that children are from very early on
sensitive to the ‘‘typological imperatives’’ of the language they
learn [39,40]. This means that every language poses its speciﬁc
problems for a language-learning child and hence conclusions
reached from one language cannot be directly translated into
another one. Secondly, Svirsky et al. used experimental elicitation,
whereas Szagun used spontaneous speech sampling. Children’s
performance in a plural elicitation task may be different to

In this paper, we target noun plural production in Dutch- and
German-speaking preschoolers with CI, using an experimental
plural elicitation task. We focus on two characteristics of plural
formation that were shown to be good indicators of grammatical
proﬁciency in normally hearing children acquiring Dutch and
German [42,43]: Sufﬁx Predictability (i.e., how predictable is the
plural sufﬁx given the word-ﬁnal phonology and gender?) and
Stem Transparency (i.e., does the phonological make-up of the
noun change when pluralized?).
As to Sufﬁx Predictability, Dutch plurals consist of basically two
phonologically unrelated plural allomorphs, -s (e.g., horloge–
horloge-s ‘‘watches’’) and -(e)n (e.g., boek–boek-en ‘‘books’’) that
can be predicted with high accuracy (more than 90%) from the
word-ﬁnal phonology of the singular: hence, in terms of
predictability Dutch plurals are either highly predictable or
exceptional (Table 1). German plurals are formed by four different
plural sufﬁxes, -s (e.g., Auto–Auto-s ‘‘cars’’), -(e)n (e.g., Katze–Katzen ‘‘cats’’), -e (e.g., Bus–Buss-e ‘‘buses’’), -er (e.g., Bild–Bild-er
‘‘pictures’’), or by a zero sufﬁx (e.g., Pullover–Pullover ‘‘pullovers’’).
In contrast to Dutch, grammatical gender, besides word-ﬁnal
phonology of the singular, predicts the respective plural forms,
yielding high, partial, and exceptional predictability (Table 2). As
to Stem Transparency, in both languages, pluralization may
involve no stem modiﬁcation (e.g., German Schlange–Schlange-n
‘‘snakes’’), a slight change (e.g., German word-ﬁnal voicing as in
Bur[k]–Bur[g]-en ‘‘castles’’), or a substantial change (e.g., German
stem vowel change or Umlaut as in Knopf–Knöpf-e ‘‘buttons’’).
To sum up: Although Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency play a role in both languages, they may affect acquisition in
different ways. Sufﬁxes are more predictable in Dutch, with the
vast majority of nouns taking a highly predictable sufﬁx. However,
there are more plural sufﬁxes in German, and substantial stem
change (Umlaut) is more frequent in German than in Dutch. Hence,
if we take as point of departure the complexity of the plural
systems, German-speaking children are expected to perform
worse in a plural elicitation task than Dutch-speaking children.
Furthermore, plural morphemes, like other bound morphemes,
are unstressed, and therefore, less easily identiﬁable in the ﬂow
of speech. Hence, their acquisition might be problematic for
children with CI.
The study reported in this paper will compare grammatical
proﬁciency in 14 early implanted preschoolers with CI and 120 NH

Table 1
Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency in Dutch.
Sufﬁx/Stem

No change

Slight change

Substantial change

Highly predictable
Partially predictable
Exceptional

boek–boek-en ‘‘books’’
/
kok–kok-s ‘‘cooks’’

huis–hui[z]-en ‘‘houses’’
/
/

gl[?s]–gl[az]-en ‘‘glasses’’
/
/
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Table 2
Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency in German.
Sufﬁx/Stem

No change

Slight change

Substantial change

Highly predictable
Partially predictable
Exceptional

Schlange–Schlange-n ‘‘snakes’’
Pfeil–Pfeil-e ‘‘arrows’’
Bett–Bett-en ‘‘beds’’

Zwer[k]–Zwerg-e ‘‘dwarfs’’
Bur[k]–Burg-en ‘‘castles’’
Hem[t]–Hemd-en ‘‘shirts’’

Knopf–Knöpf-e ‘‘buttons’’
Fass–Fäss-er ‘‘barrels’’
Nashorn–Nashörn-er ‘‘rhinos’’

children, in an experimental task designed to investigate children’s
noun plural production in Dutch and German. The analysis will
focus on the following variables: Hearing status (CI, NH), Language
(Dutch, German), and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency of
the plural words. In addition, an analysis of the impact of Age-AtImplantation and of inter-individual variability on children’s plural
patterns will be provided.

speakers with no diagnosed speech, language, or hearing disorders
and were recruited from a kindergarten in a mid-to-high SES
neighborhood. For all children, written informed consent was
obtained from the parents. The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the University Hospital Antwerp (Belgium) and by
the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Vienna (Austria).
2.2. Materials and procedure

2. Method
2.1. Participants
The study sample consisted of 14 preschool children who met
the following criteria: (a) diagnosis of profound hearing impairment (>90 dBHL) in the ﬁrst year of life, (b) cochlear
implantation before the age of 24 months, (c) raised in normally
hearing, monolingual families, (d) oral education, with or without
the support of basic signs. Exclusion criteria were patent
neurological disorders and/or general cognitive developmental
delays.
The Dutch-speaking children (2 girls, 5 boys) were wearing a
multichannel Nucleus-24 CI (Cochlear Corp., Sydney, Australia)
and ranged in age from 49 to 67 months (Median (M) = 56 months)
at the moment of testing. The German-speaking children (4 girls,
3 boys) were wearing a Sonata-ti100 CI (Med-El, Austria) and
ranged in age from 46 to 63 months (Median (M) = 53 months). The
device was implanted between the ages of 3–21 months
(M = 12 months) and was activated approximately 1 month after
surgery. The demographic data of these children are presented in
Table 3.
The children with CI were matched with a control group of
80 NH children with the same Chronological Age at testing (Dutchspeaking NH group (N = 40): age range 46–69 months of age,
Median (M) = 58 months; German-speaking NH group (N = 40):
range 44–66, M = 56). In addition, a control group of 40 NH children
with the same Hearing Age at testing (HA) was analyzed; Hearing
Age in children with CI corresponded to the length of device use,
i.e., Chronological Age minus Age At Implant Activation (Dutchspeaking HA group (N = 20): range 33–46, M = 42; Germanspeaking HA group (N = 20): range 36–45, M = 41). The children
in the control groups were all typically developing monolingual

The test procedure was a plural elicitation task, which
presented the participants with a set of singular nouns for which
they had to provide plural forms [35]. A linguist administered
the test in a quiet room, and each child was assessed individually.
After a familiarization phase in which the procedure was trained,
the actual test followed. The participants were seated opposite to
the experimenter who was turning the pages of a binder on the
table in front of the child. Each single page contained the picture of
a single count noun, which was introduced by the experimenter as
‘‘This is a X’’ (for instance, ‘‘This is a dog’’). On the next page two
exemplars of the same individual entity were pictured, and the
experimenter asked: ‘‘Now these are two of them, these are . . .’’
and the child was invited to produce the plural form, as in ‘‘These
are two dogs.’’
The stimuli for the two languages were chosen in a similar way.
Stimulus words were balanced according to the relevant dimensions Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency in the two
languages. In selecting the stimulus words, care was taken to
optimize the familiarity for the participants. For this reason
frequent words were chosen from corpora of child-directed
speech. And in addition the plurals of the test words were of
middle to low frequency in child-directed words. The test
consisted of 38 items in Dutch and 45 items in German. All test
sessions were recorded using a high-quality digital audio recorder
and were transcribed phonemically.
2.3. Data scoring and statistics
The answers of the participants were scored using a predetermined set of categories: (1) ‘‘No answer’’: the participant did
not provide an answer to the test item, or replied with ‘‘I do not
know’’ or an equivalent reply; (2) ‘‘Other lexical item’’: the

Table 3
Demographic data of children with CI.
ID

Language

Gender

Age at testing (months)

Age at (ﬁrst) implantation (months)

PTA with device (dBHL)

P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14

Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
German
German
German
German
German
German
German

M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M

67
55
66
66
56
49
53
63
46
47
55
56
53
50

3
21
18
11
10
6
11
14
10
12
20
6
10
17

35
22
25
35
22
38
36
28
30
32
30
27
27
37
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participant provided another lexical item than the one intended,
e.g., in the Dutch test one of the test items was roos ‘‘rose’’, which
some children replied to with the plural noun bloemen ‘‘ﬂowers’’;
(3) ‘‘Other form’’: some answers contained the target noun, but it
was changed, e.g., Dutch simplex nouns were sometimes rendered
as diminutivized plurals by the children (vis ‘‘ﬁsh’’–vis-ke-s ‘‘ﬁshDIM-PL’’); (4) ‘‘Singular’’: the participant repeated the singular
form given by the investigator; henceforth these answers will be
referred to as ‘‘singular responses’’; (5) ‘‘Plural provided’’: the
items in this category were further coded in terms of the sufﬁx
provided, the presence of the relevant stem change(s), if
applicable; henceforth these answers will be referred to as ‘‘plural
responses.’’ Eliminated from the data tables for subsequent
analysis were the categories (1)–(3).
For the statistical analysis of the data, a logistic mixed-effects
model approach based on maximum likelihood methods was used
[44,45]. The most important advantage of mixed-effects models is
that they allow the researcher to simultaneously consider not only
standard ﬁxed-effects factors and covariates, but also random
factors (where only a random subset of factor levels is sampled
from a larger population). In our case, such random effects are
given by the sample of children (subjects) and test words (items),
which are sources of variation that both need to be taken into
account. Neglecting one of both variances, as would be the case
in a traditional analysis on a by-subjects or by-items basis, would
result in a higher chance of a type I error (incorrect rejection of
the null-hypothesis).
Statistical modeling of the data was done in a stepwise manner.
The point of departure was an empty (or null) model, where
subjects and items were entered as random effects. In a next step,
two word frequency measures (the lemma frequency LNFreqLemma and the plural token frequency LNFreqPl) were entered as
ﬁxed-effects covariates in order to control for possible frequency
effects of the test words. Then, the ﬁxed-effects factors of interest
(e.g., Hearing) were sequentially added to the model. Finally,
possible interactions between the ﬁxed-effects factors were added.
In each step, the statistical signiﬁcance of the added factor was
tested by a log-likelihood ratio Chi-square test. In Section 3, always
the ﬁnal, best ﬁtting model of the analysis will be reported.

3. Results
3.1. Hearing, Language, and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency
The primary aim of the study was to investigate whether there
exist differences in children’s responses, depending on their
Hearing status (CI, NH), on the language they learn (Dutch,
German), and/or on the dimensions Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem
Transparency of the test words. For this purpose a statistical
mixed-effects model with LNFreqLemma, LNFreqPl as ﬁxed-effects
covariates, and Hearing (2), Language (2), Sufﬁx Predictability (3),
and Stem Transparency (3) as ﬁxed-effects factors was constructed
(numbers in parentheses indicate the number of factor levels).
The analysis was performed for two data sets. The ﬁrst data set
consisted of children’s plural responses, with the binomial
outcome correct/incorrect plural as the dependent variable; the
second data set consisted of children’s repetitions of singular
forms given by the investigator, with binomial singular/plural as
dependent variable.
The mixed-effects model for plural responses showed no
signiﬁcant difference between children with CI and their NH peers
(x2 (1) = 0.44, p = .507): with a median above 85%, both child
groups performed equally well in producing correct plurals, see
also Table A.1 in the Appendix. The impact of Language was close to
signiﬁcance (x2 (1) = 3.65, p = .056), indicating that Dutchspeaking children showed slightly higher success rates than
German-speaking children. There was no signiﬁcant interaction
between the factors Hearing and Language: hence, CI and NH peers
performed very similarly in the two languages. Signiﬁcant effects
were found for Sufﬁx Predictability (x2 (2) = 16.21, p < .001) and
Stem Transparency (x2 (2) = 47.31, p < .001): in both child groups,
children followed the predicted pattern in that plurals with a
highly predictable sufﬁx reached a higher success score than
plurals with a partially predictable sufﬁx and those with an
exceptional sufﬁx. In the same vein: in both child groups, the
probability of getting a correct response was higher for plurals that
do not require a stem change than for plurals that require a slight
stem change and for those with a substantial stem change, see
Fig. 1. In addition, also word frequency contributed in explaining

Fig. 1. (a and b) Mean predicted score of correct plurals by Sufﬁx Predictability (left panel)/Stem Transparency (right panel) and by child group.
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differences in correct plural responses (LNFreqLemma: x2
(1) = 5.38, p = .020). This means that plural forms of more frequent
test words were easier for children than plurals of less frequent
words.
The mixed-effects model for singular responses showed signiﬁcant effects for the factors Hearing (x2 (1) = 23.01, p < .001) and
Language (x2 (1) = 6.53, p = .011): with a median of 55%, children
with CI signiﬁcantly more frequently replied to the test item with the
singular noun instead of the plural than their NH peers (median
below 10%). There was also a signiﬁcant difference between the
German- and Dutch-speaking children in that respect. Sufﬁx
Predictability and Stem Transparency were not signiﬁcant.
In order to see whether the difference in repetition of singular
forms between children with CI and their NH peers might be due
to differences in Hearing Age, we repeated the analysis for the
control group of NH children matched for Hearing Age (HA),
see also Table A.2 in the Appendix. This analysis yielded no
signiﬁcant effects for the factor Hearing (x2 (1) = 2.91, p = .088):
children with CI and children in the HA group did not differ
signiﬁcantly in the repetition of singulars.
3.2. Age-At-Implantation
A second aim of the study was to focus on the group of children
with CI and to examine whether there exist differences in children’s
responses, depending on the age at which the (ﬁrst) CI was
implanted. For this purpose a statistical mixed-effects model with
the word frequency measures (LNFreqLemma, LNFreqPl), Chronological Age and Age-At-Implantation as ﬁxed-effects covariates
was constructed. The analysis was again performed for the two
data sets of plural responses and singular responses.
The mixed-effects model for plural responses showed no
signiﬁcant effects for the covariates Chronological Age and Age-AtImplantation: younger and older children of our CI group did not
differ signiﬁcantly in correct plural responses and there was also
no signiﬁcant difference between earlier and later implanted
children, see also Table A.3 in the Appendix. By contrast, the
mixed-effects model for singular responses yielded signiﬁcant
effects for the covariate Age-At-Implantation (x2 (1) = 16.94,
p < .001), indicating that earlier implanted children less frequently
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replied to the test item with the singular noun instead of the plural.
The mean predicted score of correct plurals and repeated singulars
by Age-At-Implantation (in months) is shown in Fig. 2.
3.3. Inter-individual variability
A third aim of the study was to focus on the group of children
with CI and to examine inter-individual variability in children’s
plural responses at a more ﬁne-grained level of analysis. For this
purpose, the factors Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem Transparency
were partitioned into three levels each, resulting in a 3  3 Matrix,
see also Tables 1 and 2 in Section 1.3. Then, a statistical mixedeffects model with Language (2) and Matrix cell (4 for Dutch, 9 for
German, see Section 1.3) as ﬁxed effects factors was constructed
and the impact of each cell of the matrix on children’s plural
responses was tested.
The analysis showed a signiﬁcant effect for Matrix cell (x2
(8) = 61.68, p < .001); Language was not signiﬁcant, see also
Table A.4 in the Appendix. The mean predicted score of correct
plural responses by Matrix cell is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen,
the individual patterning was very similar across children with CI:
children’s success rates diminished from plurals with a highly
predictable sufﬁx requiring no stem change to exceptional plurals
requiring a substantial stem change. This tendency was observed
for all children with CI, with the only exception of the Germanspeaking child P11 who did not produce any plural forms and had
to be excluded from this analysis. A Chi-square test of the
distribution of correct plural responses by Matrix cell across
participants conﬁrms that there was no signiﬁcant inter-individual
variability in children with CI (Dutch x2 (18) = 8.36, p = .973;
German x2 (40) = 14.96, p = .999). The same holds for the data set
of normally hearing children. The main statistical results of
Sections 3.1–3.3 are summarized in Table 4.
4. Discussion
Given its structural complexity and irregularity, noun plural
formation is a good indicator of grammatical proﬁciency in
normally developing children and in children at risk for a linguistic
developmental delay [33,35,36,38]. The present study set out to

Fig. 2. (a and b) Mean predicted score of correct plurals (left panel)/repeated singulars (right panel) by Age-At-Implantation.
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Fig. 3. (a and b) Individual patterning of correct plurals by Matrix cell for the 14 children with CI [key: Hp, highly predictable; Pp, partially predictable; Exc, exceptional; Noch,
no change; Slch, slight change; Such, substantial change].

investigate noun plural production in Dutch- and Germanspeaking preschoolers with early cochlear implantation, as
compared to their NH peers. The method used was a crosslinguistic experimental task designed to elicit noun plurals in
Dutch and German. The analysis focussed on the following
variables: Hearing status (CI, NH), Language (Dutch, German),
and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency of the plural words. In
addition, an analysis of the impact of Age-At-Implantation and of
inter-individual variability on children’s plural patterns was
provided.
The results demonstrate that children in our CI group show ageappropriate patterns of noun plural formation: there was no
signiﬁcant difference between children with CI and their NH peers
in correct plural production. In both child groups, plural responses
followed the predicted pattern of Sufﬁx Predictability and Stem
Transparency: children attained a higher success score for plurals
with a highly predictable sufﬁx without a stem change, and a lower
score for plurals requiring a substantial stem change and a less
predictable sufﬁx. This ﬁnding is consistent with earlier research

Table 4
Summary of statistical results; .p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
Results section

Dependent variable

Investigated variables

Section 3.1

Plurals

Hearing (ns)
Language (.)
Sufﬁx Predictability (***)
Stem Transparency (***)
Hearing (***)
Language (*)
Sufﬁx Predictability (ns)
Stem Transparency (ns)
Chronological Age (ns)
Age-At-Implantation (ns)
Chronological Age (ns)
Age-At-Implantation (***)
Language (ns)
Matrix cell (***)

Singulars

Section 3.2

Plurals
Singulars

Section 3.3

Plurals

on spontaneous speech data by Szagun [8,18], where the author
found no signiﬁcant difference in correct plural production
between German-speaking children with CI and NH children
matched by language level (MLU).
However, we also found evidence for delay in the acquisition
of noun plurals by the CI group. This delay is manifested in a high
number of repeated singular forms: children with CI signiﬁcantly more frequently replied to the test item with the singular
noun instead of the plural. Using a singular instead of the plural
in plural contexts (e.g., two dog) is testiﬁed as a transient
phenomenon in early child speech and experimental elicitation
[30,35]. Our results suggest that in this respect the CI group
patterns similar to the younger control group of normally
hearing children matched by Hearing Age (HA). This developmental tendency is in line with the differences between children
with CI and older and younger normally hearing control groups
visible from the graphs in Svirsky et al. [7] for English elicitation
data. In languages such as German where zero marking is a plural
option (e.g., Pullover–Pullover ‘‘pullovers’’), many erroneous
early plurals take the zero form. Such forms are absent in Dutch
child-directed speech. Accordingly, we also found a higher
number of repeated singulars in the German than in the Dutch
sample of our study.
Another result of interest is the impact of Age-At-Implantation
on children’s plural responses. In line with previous research, the
ﬁndings of the present study indicate that children implanted in
the ﬁrst year of life show a better performance in a plural
elicitation task. Longer auditory experience impacts positively on
phonological short-term memory, which might be an important
factor for the management of a plural elicitation task as used in this
study [46]. The children in our study who received their CI
before 12 months signiﬁcantly less frequently gave a singular
instead of a plural form and the probability of these responses
increased with later age of CI implantation.
As to the question of inter-individual variability in the
performance of children with CI, the results of the current study
are two-edged. On the one hand, children with CI varied largely
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in the provision of plural forms (with not a single plural provided
to our test words to 95% plurals provided). On the other
hand, once children produced plurals, the individual patterning
of noun plurals along the dimensions of Sufﬁx Predictability
and Stem Transparency was very similar across children
with CI.
A ﬁnal observation made in this study is that speciﬁc language
structure plays an important role for children’s plural responses.
Our ﬁndings suggest that Dutch-speaking children show an overall
better performance in a plural elicitation task than Germanspeaking children. This means that in a language like Dutch where
plurals can be predicted with high accuracy from the word-ﬁnal
phonology of their singular forms, children ‘‘crack’’ the code more
easily, leading to a higher number of correct responses [43]. This
cross-linguistic difference is also reﬂected in the response patterns
of our CI group.
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plural formation. However, they still have to catch up with respect
to associating a particular singular with its plural form. In addition,
it was shown that these phenomena should be framed in the
speciﬁc languages with their particular structural impact on plural
learners.
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5. Conclusion
Appendix A. Statistical results
This study demonstrated that after 3 years of implant use, early
implanted children with CI show age-appropriate patterns of noun

Tables A1–A4.

Table A1
Mixed-effects model for the ﬁxed-effects factors Hearing, Language, and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency (control group of NH children matched by Chronological
Age).
Modeling steps

Plurals

x2
Intercept
Random part
Subjects
Items
Fixed part (covariates)
LNFreqLemma
LNFreqPl
Fixed part (factors)
Hearing
Language
Sufﬁx Predictability
Stem Transparency
Language  Stem Transparency

Singulars

x2

p

p

<.001

<.001

28.59
1615.3

<.001
<.001

1024
257.43

<.001
<.001

5.38
2.38

.020
.123

16.60
1.49

<.001
.223

0.44
3.65
16.21
47.31
44.96

.507
.056
<.001
<.001
<.001

23.01
6.53
2.84
3.13

<.001
.011
.242
.209

Table A2
Mixed-effects model for the ﬁxed-effects factors Hearing, Language, and Sufﬁx Predictability/Stem Transparency (control group of NH children matched by Hearing Age).
Modeling steps

Plurals

x
Intercept
Random part
Subjects
Items
Fixed part (covariates)
LNFreqLemma
LNFreqPl
Fixed part (factors)
Hearing
Language
Sufﬁx Predictability
Stem Transparency
Language  Stem Transparency
Hearing  Stem Transparency

2

Singulars

x2

p

p

.006

.010

1.84
567.99

.175
<.001

608.35
133.89

<.001
<.001

8.14
2.00

.004
.157

16.87
3.04

<.001
.081

.013
.037
.004
<.001
<.001
.004

2.91
2.09
1.35
2.06

.088
.148
.509
.357

8.87

.012

6.211
4.33
11.09
55.22
41.66
10.67
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Table A3
Mixed-effects model for the ﬁxed-effects covariates Chronological Age and Age-At-Implantation (group of children with CI).
Modeling steps

Plurals

x
Intercept
Random part
Subjects
Items
Fixed part (covariates)
LNFreqLemma
LNFreqPl
Chronological Age
Age-At-Implantation

Singulars

2

x2

p

p
.993

<.001
0
40.64
5.36
2.54
0.181
0.59

1
<.001

264.14
9.14

<.001
.002

.021
.111
.671
.442

8.74
0.44
2.08
16.94

.003
.507
.149
<.001

Table A4
Mixed-effects model for the ﬁxed-effects factors Language and Matrix cell (group of children with CI).
Modeling steps

Plurals

x2
Intercept
Random part
Subjects
Items
Fixed part (covariates)
LNFreqLemma
LNFreqPl
Fixed part (factors)
Language
Matrix cell
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